Finishing Strong
Mark 13:1–13 (NRSV)
As he came out of the temple, one of his disciples said to him, “Look, Teacher,
what large stones and what large buildings!” 2 Then Jesus asked him, “Do you see
these great buildings? Not one stone will be left here upon another; all will be
thrown down.” 3 When he was sitting on the Mount of Olives opposite the
temple, Peter, James, John, and Andrew asked him privately, 4 “Tell us, when will
this be, and what will be the sign that all these things are about to be
accomplished?” 5 Then Jesus began to say to them, “Beware that no one leads
you astray. 6 Many will come in my name and say, ‘I am he!’ and they will lead
many astray. 7 When you hear of wars and rumors of wars, do not be alarmed;
this must take place, but the end is still to come. 8 For nation will rise against
nation, and kingdom against kingdom; there will be earthquakes in various places;
there will be famines. This is but the beginning of the birth pangs. 9 “As for
yourselves, beware; for they will hand you over to councils; and you will be
beaten in synagogues; and you will stand before governors and kings because of
me, as a testimony to them. 10 And the good news must first be proclaimed to all
nations. 11 When they bring you to trial and hand you over, do not worry
beforehand about what you are to say; but say whatever is given you at that time,
for it is not you who speak, but the Holy Spirit. 12 Brother will betray brother to
death, and a father his child, and children will rise against parents and have them
put to death; 13 and you will be hated by all because of my name. But the one
who endures to the end will be saved.
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The Question. Since the time of Jesus, many of his followers have pondered the question:
“When will the end come?” When will God establish the eternal kingdom where justice will roll
down like an ever flowing stream (Amos 5:24), when the leopard and the kid will lie down
together (Is 11:6ff), nation shall not rise up against one another nor learn war anymore (Micah
4:3) and God will wipe away all tears from our eyes (Rev 2:4).
On one occasion, Jesus and his disciples were at the Temple Mount and the disciples were
amazed by the splendor of the temple. Jesus told them a time would come when it would be
no more. His statement set their minds into motion about the subject of the end of time. So
when they had left the temple area and were relaxing on the hill outside the city walls, some
asked Jesus to give them a clue about when the end would come.
While the Jews believed in a glorious triumph of God, they also believed the victory would
be preceded by a time of great upheaval and suffering when God would unleash judgment on
the earth. In the end, God’s glory would overcome to establish his eternal kingdom. Like the
Christians who would follow, they wondered when this would happen and how they could be
prepared for it.
Two thousand years since the time of Jesus walked on earth, we are still wondering. Many
today believe we are living in the last days or they are very near. Some of you are asking
related questions: “What does all this mean about our future?” “How are we to endure?”
“How can we make it through the obstacles we will face?”
Last Season or The Age.
Through the years, some in the Christian community have attempted to take Jesus’ words
recorded in Mark 13 and the parallels in Matthew 25 and Luke 21 as a source for clues to clearly
identify when the last days are – wars, rumors of wars, famines, persecution, betrayal and
gospel preached to all nations. Many think when these things happen, then the end will come.
So if you set up your spread sheet, produce evidence of these clues, then you will know the last
days have arrived, right? Even if this is so, I wonder what would it mean for believers living in
those last days.
As I read these words of Jesus my mind begins to flow in a different direction. I wonder if
Jesus was giving clues to identify the last days or intended his followers to understand
something else.
A few years ago, I watched a video that promoted involvement and support of a Christian
ministry. The video seemed to have an odd twist. The production had images of unrest in our
world, the violence in the inner cities, terrorism on the rise and overall moral decay. There was
the hint these were the most violent and terrible days in human history and seem to suggest
these were the end times.
As I watched, I began to think about the violence of our world and remembered some of
history in the past century. The 20th century was the most violent period in human history in
terms of death through war and extermination – Hitler’s execution of 6M Jews, the brutal
communistic rulers, Stalin, Mao etc. killed between 20-70M people in addition to the 123M
killed as a result of wars. Life seems from a historical perspective much worse then.
Since the time of Jesus there have been wars, earthquakes, famines and persecution. It is
challenging to name a period of history where there was neither war nor wars brewing. Even
with the Pax Roma (The Peace of Rome,) their mighty army was routinely putting down
rebellion throughout the empire. On the borders there seem to be a constant threat of
invasion.
Persecution of Christians has been a near constant dimension throughout the history of the
faith. Of those listening to Jesus on the Mount of Olives all faced persecution and most were
executed because of their faith. In the early days of the Faith, persecution came at the hands of
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Rome. Parochial persecution has been common in place to place. In the Mediterranean region
there has been great persecution of Christian populations by Muslim forces beginning in the 8th
century forward. Regions of the world have been known to persecute. Many Christians have
faced violence at the hands of some Communist regimes. Even today, many believers face
extraordinary violence regarding their faith.
The spread of the gospel has had an interesting history as well. Today, the gospel has
penetrated into most remote areas of the world. But in times past, the gospel was believed
and practiced in places where it is rare today. History of neglect, persecution and warring
factions within the church seemed to quiet the gospel in many places where it was once
prominent.
In thinking about this, I wonder if Jesus was giving clues to a season leading to the end or
giving an overview of challenges believers would face in the age of the Gospel. Maybe what
Jesus intended was to share how believers of all times would face difficult challenges ahead of
them.
None of us will get out of this life unscathed by suffering. All of us will face difficult
challenges, some of which will be related to our faith. While some of the suffering may come
as a consequence of misguided decisions and actions, others come our way because of our faith
and some come due to consequences we have little if any influence over. People suffer from
earthquakes, famine, hurricane and fire by virtue of living in particular regions of the world.
Innocent people have been shot while worshiping and having bible study in their church.
Some of you are old enough to remember the character, Pollyanna who was this missionary
child who was so positive and could see the good in all things. But even the Disney version of
her life, she fell from a tree and ended up paralyzed from the waist down. Even Pollyanna
faced suffering.
As I was writing this sermon a group of people close to me, the staff was going through
sickness either personally or with members of their family. Nearly every home among my team
was effected by flu, strep, terrible colds, etc.
In most of the situations, we cannot control the level of suffering to which we will be
exposed. Suffering will come whether we living in the last segment of time or if it is still 1,000
years away. Suffering is a part of life that is inescapable.
Living through it.
Jesus’ focus was more on how we face the suffering and challenges of the times in which we
live. He provided some extraordinary good news and wonderful advice. When coupled
together, these can make such a difference in our lives, particularly when going through
challenging times.
He begins with a warning: “Watch out that no one leads you astray.” During times of
challenge and suffering, we as human being seem to be especially vulnerable. We look for
those things which can alleviate our suffering and help us overcome our challenges. We can be
quick to jump toward those things which seem to be the answer.
People can be drawn into cults when the pain is deep. They can turn to substances which
lead to addiction. They can dabble in things that damage the soul.
The good news Jesus offers is through the difficult times and going through the end of days,
he remains the real thing. He is the Messiah we can trust in him. We need to look for no other
for the answer and relief is to be found in him. His promise is he will always be with us, even to
the end of the age (Matthew 28:20). At all times, including times of suffering and challenge,
stay connected to Jesus.
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Jesus tells us to “not get all uptight inside when reports come of major catastrophes and
impending danger” and not to be “anxious about what you will say or do when you face difficult
times.” “Don’t be so tore up inside about things.”
Jesus’ exhortation not to be anxious in high anxiety moments is coupled with extraordinary
good news. He told his disciples that when they were brought before the courts not to worry
about what they were to say because the Holy Spirit would give them the words needed. When
you read the Book of Acts you see that Peter and John had that exact experience and they
spoke words that were amazing.
It seems unlikely that few if any of us will be drug before the courts because of our faith but
we will face times of suffering and challenge. The good news for us is when this happens we
are not alone. The Divine Comforter, the Holy Spirit, will be with us because as followers of
Jesus, the Spirit lives in us. If we take a moment to breath in the breath of God, the Spirit, when
times are tough, it will be amazing how we will find comfort. Will it take away all the pain, will
things be changed instantly – probably not. But within, our souls can be calmed and comforted.
Jesus’ promise was the Holy Spirit will give us what we need to say and do in those difficult
situations.
Jesus told his disciples the importance of hanging in there and finishing well. He said those
who endure until the end would be saved.
Did you watch the national championship between Georgia and Alabama. Alabama won
had a chance and won the game because they finished strong. If they had played the second
halfas they did in the first half, Georgia would be the national champion. In sports, finishing
strong is a key to becoming a champion.
In the midst of hard times and suffering, we are often tempted to give up or slow down.
The good news is that enduring in Christ leads to our ultimate salvation. Those who finish
strong know the full joy of God’s salvation.
The Mission Continues.
Nestled in Jesus’ words is a final nugget. Jesus said, “The gospel would be preached to the
nations.” I believe his words here are not so much a clue concerning the coming of the end but
a more significant. Jesus was saying that even through the end, the mission of his followers
would continue. Times of suffering and challenge were not times to give up and in.
Often we are tempted during difficult times to go into hiding and hunker down. As
Christians we are not called to become isolation survivalists but people who remain engaged in
our world sharing the love of Jesus Christ. When hard times come in our lives, we are to stay
engaged. Even in the midst of great suffering, one’s witness may transform those around.
Just over a year ago, many of us were introduced to local hero in the movie, Hacksaw Ridge,
which told the story of Desmond Doss who was a person of deep faith and strong convictions.
During WW II his faith brought him to a time of testing because he refused to carry a weapon.
He was placed in prison because of his conviction even though he was determined to serve.
Because his heroic action through in an extremely bloody conflict, 75 of his comrades were
saved. Their lives were touched by a man who held to the mission.
So are we living in the last days? I don’t know. But I do know the mission continues, Jesus is
with us and the Spirit is guiding us. Do you know this Jesus?
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